
 

 

 

 

 

Puppy Purchasing Agreement 

The Sellers, Art and Mary Heitzler and Plum Creek Kennels: 

1. Your pup will have received the 6 week 5-way puppy vaccination at the time of pickup/shipment 

and will have been wormed three times. It will also have a microchip. We will provide the buyer 

with the shot record and microchip information at pick up or on shipment. 

2. We will provide the individual registration documents from the American Kennel Club (AKC) and 

the United Kennel Club (UKC) to be completed and submitted by the Buyers at their discretion.  

a. We as the sellers place all puppies on a  Limited Registration basis with the AKC unless 

breeding rights were granted prior to purchase date and the Seller’s naming convention 

must have been adhered to. To have the limitation removed after the original time of 

purchase, the new owners will be required to pay the additional fee for breeding rights 

and to have the dog’s hips certified through OFA after the dog turns two years old is 

required. 

3. Our naming convention requires that the puppy be registered as (name) de Plum Creek.  

4. We guarantee the pup to be free to a major hereditary genetic disease until one year of age. Any 

such problem must be documented by your veterinarian and confirmed by our veterinarian as 

inherited.  

a. For the purpose of hip certification we guarantee the pups we produce for two years. An 

OFA permanent certification or determination at the age of 24 months is required. 

b. We will take the dog back and replace it with a pup providing the problem is documented 

by your veterinarian and confirmed by our veterinarian as inherited or an OFA 

determination has been provided. 

c. If your dog has been bred or if your dog was spayed/neutered prior to the age of 12 

months, any and all guarantees or remedies are voided. 



 

d. The guarantee applies to the original owner and the originally purchased pup only. 

e. We, the sellers, do not reimburse veterinary costs and all shipping or transportation is 

the responsibility of the buyer/owner. 

The Buyers(s): 

1. The buyer shall maintain the puppy in good condition, including adherence to a regular 

immunization schedule, heartworm preventative, good diet and a clean and safe environment.  

2. If at any time in its life the puppy is to be sold or given away, the Buyer shall notify the Seller and 

give Sellers the first option to buy the puppy back. The Buyer shall not sell the puppy of its 

offspring to any individual or establishment in the business of buying and selling puppies for a 

profit.  

3. The Buyer(s) will utilize the above naming convention if or when they register the pup with either 

the AKC or UKC. 

4. If the Buyer(s) desire to have a Limited Registration removed from the AKC papers and did not 

make arrangements prior to the original purchase date, the Buyers will have the dog’s hips 

checked and once a permanent OFA Certification has been received, the Buyer Will submit a 

copy to the Sellers and Sellers will complete the AKC paperwork required to remove the 

limitation and forward it to the buyers. Buyer(s) will not breed the dog until the removal process 

with the AKC has been completed, the naming convention must have been adhered to and the 

breeding rights fee paid prior to removal.  

 

If you have any questions or concerns, please reach out to Mary Heitzler, (920)284-4251 or 

plumcreekkennels@gmail.com. 
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